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Abstract The level set methodology for time-optimal
path planning is employed to predict collision-free and
fastest time trajectories for swarms of underwater vehi-
cles deployed in the Philippine Archipelago region. To
simulate the multiscale ocean flows in this complex re-
gion, a data-assimilative primitive-equation ocean mod-
eling system is employed with telescoping domains that
are interconnected by implicit two-way nesting. These
data-driven multiresolution simulations provide a re-
alistic flow environment, including variable large-scale
currents, strong jets, eddies, wind-driven currents and
tides. The properties and capabilities of the rigorous
level set methodology are illustrated and assessed quan-
titatively for several vehicle types and mission scenar-
ios. Feasibility studies of all-to-all broadcast missions,
leading to minimal time transmission between source
and receiver locations, are performed using a large num-
ber of vehicles. The results with gliders and faster pro-
pelled vehicles are compared. Reachability studies, i.e. de-
termining the boundaries of regions that can be reached
by vehicles for exploratory missions, are then exempli-
fied and analyzed. Finally, the methodology is used to
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determine the optimal strategies for fastest time pick-
up of deployed gliders by means of underway surface
vessels or stationary platforms. The results highlight
the complex effects of multiscale flows on the optimal
paths, the need to utilize the ocean environment for
more efficient autonomous missions and the benefits
of including ocean forecasts in the planning of time-
optimal paths.
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1 Introduction. 1

In Part-1 of this two part paper (Lolla et al, 2014), we 2

described a rigorous methodology for time-optimal path 3

planning of autonomous vehicles navigating in strong 4

and dynamic currents. The methodology utilizes level 5

set methods to solve a Hamilton-Jacobi equation that 6

exactly governs the evolution of the reachability front. 7

The optimal trajectory is then determined by solving 8

a particle tracking ordinary differential equation back- 9

ward in time. For convenience, we have included a brief 10

description of the methodology, the algorithm, and the 11

relevant notation in §A. A review of the relevant liter- 12

ature was previously provided in Lolla et al (2014). 13

In the present manuscript, we illustrate and analyze 14

the capabilities of our methodology in the multiscale 15

flows of the Philippine Archipelago, for a wide range 16

of planning scenarios and vehicle types. The Philippine 17

Archipelago is chosen because of its complex geome- 18

try, with numerous islands, passages and semi-enclosed 19

seas, and its multiscale dynamics arising due to the 20
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large-scale open ocean and atmospheric forcing, ener-21

getic mesoscale currents and eddies, and strong tides22

and internal waves both in narrow straits and at steep23

shelf breaks. Such conditions provide challenging envi-24

ronments for the planning of autonomous underwater25

missions.26

In what follows, §2 outlines the ocean modeling sys-27

tem employed for the region and the corresponding mul-28

tiscale ocean flows and their evolution, highlighting key29

characteristics for the autonomous vehicles. In §3.1, we30

compute, compare and analyze the time-optimal paths31

of 1600 gliders and propelled vehicles performing all-32

to-all broadcast missions through the Archipelago. The33

effects of the multiscale flows and vehicle speeds on the34

trajectories and on the overall information transmission35

rates are discussed and synthesized. In §3.2, we consider36

the deployment of vehicles and complete reachability37

analyses for the Sulu Sea, i.e. we predict the portions38

of the Sulu Sea that can be reached and explored within39

a certain time for a set of deployment locations. In §3.3,40

we consider the recovery of vehicles and fastest inter-41

ception with other platforms. Specifically, we predict42

the trajectories for autonomous vehicles that lead to43

the fastest time pick-up by either underway or fixed44

platforms. Conclusions are provided in §4.45

2 Multiresolution Ocean Modeling System and46

Multiscale Ocean Flow Field47

Multiresolution Ocean Modeling and Data-assimilative48

Simulations. To predict the multiscale ocean flow dy-49

namics in the Philippine Archipelago region, we employ50

the MIT Multidisciplinary Simulation, Estimation, and51

Assimilation System (MSEAS) (Haley and Lermusiaux,52

2010; MSEAS Group, 2010). The MSEAS software is53

used for fundamental research and for realistic tidal-54

to-mesoscale simulations and predictions in varied re-55

gions of the world’s ocean (Leslie et al, 2008; Onken56

et al, 2008; Haley et al, 2009; Gangopadhyay et al, 2011;57

Ramp et al, 2011; Colin et al, 2013), including monitor-58

ing (Lermusiaux et al, 2007), real-time ecosystem and59

acoustic predictions (Beşiktepe et al, 2003; Xu et al,60

2008) and environmental management (Cossarini et al,61

2009).62

The present ocean field estimates are from data-63

assimilative simulations for the Philippine Archipelago64

region during February 5 – March 24, 2009, as part of65

the Philippine Straits Dynamics Experiment (PhilEx;66

Gordon and Villanoy, 2011). The multiresolution sim-67

ulations (Lermusiaux et al, 2011) solve the hydrostatic68

primitive-equations with a nonlinear free surface, us-69

ing second-order structured finite volumes and a set of70

telescoping domains interconnected by implicit two-way71

nesting (Haley and Lermusiaux, 2010). The domains 72

have 9 km, 3 km and 1 km horizontal resolutions and 73

70 optimized vertical levels. The simulations are initial- 74

ized using the February NODC World Ocean Atlas 2005 75

(WOA05) climatology mapped with the Fast-Marching- 76

Method-based Objective Analysis (Agarwal and Ler- 77

musiaux, 2011). The corresponding velocities are ob- 78

tained solving an optimization problem (Haley et al, 79

2014), combining: geostrophic balance; velocity anoma- 80

lies derived from Sea Surface Height (SSH) anomaly, 81

itself obtained from the Colorado Center for Astrody- 82

namics Research (CCAR; Leben et al, 2002); feature 83

model velocities for the South China Sea and the bot- 84

tom currents through the Mindoro and Dipolog Straits; 85

and, open boundary transports from the HYbrid Co- 86

ordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM; Bleck, 2002; Hurl- 87

burt et al, 2011). The simulations were forced with at- 88

mospheric fluxes from the Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere 89

Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS; Hodur, 1997) 90

and barotropic tides created using Logutov and Lermu- 91

siaux (2008) with boundary forcing from OTIS (Egbert 92

and Erofeeva, 2002). Additional information on these 93

simulations are provided in (Lermusiaux et al, 2011). 94

Multiscale Ocean Flow Field Encountered by Vehicles. 95

The new Hamilton-Jacobi level set equation (6) (§A) 96

for autonomous time-optimal path planning contains a 97

term for the advection by ocean currents. Hence, an es- 98

timate of the evolution of these currents at the location 99

of the dynamic zero level set is needed. The currents are 100

here obtained from our MSEAS multiresolution simu- 101

lations. For the present applications, we assume that 102

all vehicles follow the same yo-yo pattern in the ver- 103

tical and that the ocean vertical velocities (which are 104

relatively small) do not have much effect on the for- 105

ward motions of vehicles. The yo-yo pattern is chosen 106

because it is commonly utilized by gliders or propelled 107

vehicles collecting in situ data for ocean exploration. 108

The utilization of the same behavior in the vertical for 109

all vehicles also allows a direct comparison across vehi- 110

cles, regardless of the vehicle type. With these assump- 111

tions, what differentiates the vehicles is then simply 112

their nominal forward horizontal speeds in these yo- 113

yo vertical-horizontal motions. And what facilitates (or 114

impedes) this forward motion are then the horizontal 115

currents that the vehicles encounter during their yo-yo 116

motions. 117

For the Archipelago region, to sample the thermo- 118

cline, we consider yo-yo patterns from the near sur- 119

face to either the local near bottom or 400 m depth, 120

whichever is shallower. We assume that the time scales 121

of the horizontal currents variability are not much shorter 122

than the time to complete a single vertical excursion. 123

Within our assumptions, the horizontal currents that a 124
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(a) 5 February, 2009 (b) 14 February, 2009 (c) 19 February, 2009

(d) 24 February, 2009 (e) 1 March, 2009 (f) 6 March, 2009

(g) 11 March, 2009 (h) 16 March, 2009 (i) 21 March, 2009

Fig. 1: Snapshots of the vertically-averaged horizontal ocean flow-field in the Philippine Archipelago on different days of
the Philippine Straits Dynamics Experiment (day 1, day 10 and then every 5 days). Horizontal currents shown are those
encountered by vehicles in a yo-yo pattern from the near surface to either the local near bottom or 400 m depth, whichever is
shallower. Flow patterns are illustrated by their streamlines, overlaid on a color plot of the flow magnitude (in cm/s).

vehicle would actually encounter during its yo-yo mo-125

tion would be the horizontal currents integrated along126

its path, from the near surface to either the local near127

bottom or 400 m depth. Hence, in what follows, we 128

illustrate and discuss these vertically-averaged horizon- 129

tal currents. They are the horizontal currents that force 130
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our simulated vehicles, for all nominal vehicle speeds131

and specific paths we consider. They are illustrated in132

Fig. 1. Of course, it is the path of the vehicle that deter-133

mines which currents are actually encountered, hence134

the need for time-optimal path planning.135

In the Pacific Ocean, the large-scale horizontal flow136

encountered by the vehicles (Fig. 1) consists of the137

North Equatorial Current (NEC) and its active eddy138

field formed as the NEC impinges upon the Archipelago139

around 14◦N (Qu and Lukas, 2003) and then splits140

into two boundary currents, the equatorward Mindanao141

current and the northward Kuroshio. A portion of the142

Mindanao current flows along the island of Mindanao143

into the eastern and northern Sulawesi Sea. There, ex-144

changes occur with the Sulu Sea through the many145

straits of the Sulu Archipelago and its strong tides and146

pulsating strait flows. The exchanges between the Pa-147

cific and the Sulu Sea also occur through the Luzon148

Strait (outside of the modeling domain) via the South149

China Sea and the Balabac and Mindoro straits, through150

the San Bernardino Strait and the Sibuyan Sea, and151

through the Surigao Strait and the Bohol Sea and Dipolog152

Strait. These flows are variable and observed in both di-153

rections, either in or out of the Sulu Sea (Fig. 1).154

Restricting our attention to the 0-400 m mean flows155

encountered by the vehicles, in the Mindoro Strait sys-156

tem, they are mostly southward into the Sulu Sea (Ler-157

musiaux et al, 2011) but, as shown on Fig. 1, these158

flows are highly variable on multiple scales in response159

to Monsoon winds, mesoscale dynamics and tides. Al-160

though tidally very active, the mean flows through the161

San Bernardino strait are small (Gordon et al, 2011).162

The neighbouring current systems in the Sibuyan Sea163

are also variable but relatively weak, and thus will have164

smaller effects on vehicles entering or leaving the Sulu165

Sea. Tidal currents are also very strong at the Surigao166

Strait, but on average, the upper currents show mostly167

an inflow from the Pacific through Surigao Strait into168

the Bohol Sea. These currents join up with eddies in the169

Bohol Sea and with the Bohol jet meandering mostly170

along the northern edge of the Bohol Sea. The 0-400 m171

flows then continue through Dipolog Strait and into the172

Sulu Sea (see also Gordon et al, 2011; Hurlburt et al,173

2011). Once in the Sulu Sea, most of the time, vehi-174

cles will encounter a relatively strong cyclonic eddy and175

northward current along Negros Island. However, there176

are time periods when that current reverses, for exam-177

ple, for a week or so around 14 February, 2009 (Fig. 1b).178

The Sulu Sea in the 0-400 m depth range has a179

complex and intermittent eddy field. On monthly aver-180

age, the Sulu Sea has net inflows from Balabac, Min-181

doro/Panay and Dipolog straits, and net outflows through182

the Sibutu Passage and the Sulu Archipelago. Although183

the latter are net outflows on average, they are tidally 184

very active with internal tides and waves, and they ex- 185

perience strong episodic net inflows from the Sulawesi 186

Sea. The Sulawesi is also relatively very active with vari- 187

able meandering jets, intermittent mesoscale eddies and 188

coastal currents. In the South China Sea just north of 189

Palawan island, the currents are also variable but often 190

weaker than those in the Sulawesi Sea. 191

3 Applications in Complex Multiscale Ocean 192

Conditions. 193

In this section, we evaluate the performance and illus- 194

trate the capabilities of our methodology (Lolla et al, 195

2014) by applications to autonomous missions in realis- 196

tic conditions. Path-planning in the Philippines domain 197

(Fig. 1) is challenging due to the complex geometry 198

with many islands and the strong and dynamic multi- 199

scale ocean currents and tides. Some of the questions 200

that motivate the missions that we consider are: Can 201

our new rigorous methodology be applied to such re- 202

alistic but complex dynamics and multiply-connected 203

domains? How do the time-optimal paths look for large 204

numbers of vehicles operating in different regions? How 205

do these paths and the corresponding reachability sets 206

relate to the flow features? How sensitive are the paths 207

to the speed of the vehicles and to the locations of their 208

start and end points? And finally, what is the computa- 209

tional cost of our algorithm and can our implementation 210

be utilized in real-time, even for situations with many 211

more vehicles that are typically employed today? 212

For the computations of the optimal level set φo and 213

backward trajectories X?
P , all results presented next 214

solve (6) and (8) using the numerical schemes obtained 215

in Lolla et al (2014) and summarized here in §A.2. For 216

φo, a spatial discretization of 3 km×3 km resolution and 217

a time-step of 5 min (chosen according to the Courant- 218

Freidrichs-Lewy (CFL) criterion) are employed. Grid 219

points that lie inside the islands are masked in all com- 220

putations involved in solving (6). Open boundary condi- 221

tions are enforced on all domain boundaries. For the nu- 222

merical integration, space and time are non-dimensionalized223

by reference values of Lref = 3 km and Tref = 3 hr, re- 224

spectively. As a result, velocities are non-dimensionalized 225

by Uref = Lref
Tref

= 1 km/hr. 226

3.1 All-to-all Broadcasts Through The Archipelago. 227

Analyses of various scenarios of all-to-all broadcast mis- 228

sions through the Archipelago are now performed for 229

several vehicle types. All-to-all broadcast is a term gen- 230

erally used in parallel distributed computing and com- 231
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munication, where each transmitter broadcasts a signal232

to every receiver. As in Lolla et al (2014), the start233

points here are assumed to be the transmitters, the au-234

tonomous vehicles the “mechanical” transmission agents235

and the end points the locations of the receivers, i.e. where236

vehicles from different start points finally meet and ex-237

change information, for example acoustically underwa-238

ter. In order for the signals to be transmitted to the239

receivers in minimum time, it then suffices to compute240

the time-optimal trajectories of these autonomous vehi-241

cles, starting at each transmitter location and reaching242

every receiver location. We use our level set methodol-243

ogy to determine these trajectories, solving (6) for each244

start point, until either the level set front crosses all245

end points or an endurance limit is reached, whichever246

occurs first. Backtracking (8) is then performed to com-247

pute the time-optimal trajectories between every com-248

bination of start and end points.249

250

Problem Setup. In all of the broadcast examples we il-

Fig. 2: All-to-all Broadcast Setup: Transmitter locations are
depicted by black circles, the receiver locations by asterisks.
Major islands are alphabetically indexed in black, while water
bodies are indicated in blue.

251

lustrate, there are 40 transmitters (numbered 1 through252

40 and depicted by round markers in Fig. 2) located in253

the Pacific, with coordinates uniformly spaced between254

8◦56′ N 129◦36′ E and 18◦7′ N 124◦17′ E. The 40 re-255

ceivers (depicted by star markers in Fig. 2) are divided256

into two sets: one consisting of 15 points (numbered 1– 257

15), uniformly spaced between 4◦8′ N 119◦11′ E and 258

4◦50′ N 124◦1′ E in the Sulawesi Sea, while the second 259

set consists of 25 end points (numbered 16–40) in the 260

South China Sea, uniformly spaced between 8◦44′ N 261

116◦20′ E and 15◦11′ N 119◦25′ E. In total, there are 262

thus 1600 vehicles, grouped into swarms of 40 at each 263

start point and with each vehicle in a swarm aiming to 264

reach a different end point in fastest time. This com- 265

plexity and large number of vehicles are purposely se- 266

lected to show the scalability and robustness of the 267

method, even for missions with many more vehicles and 268

obstacles that are typically considered today. 269

The examples employ either typical underwater glid- 270

ers (in §3.1.1) or faster propelled vehicles (in §3.1.2). 271

Gliders are assumed to be capable of sustaining nominal 272

relative speeds of up to 0.25 m/s (roughly 0.5 knots), 273

which is the average speed of most present-day under- 274

water gliders. On the other hand, the propelled vehi- 275

cles are assumed to have higher relative speeds, up to 276

1 m/s. It is additionally assumed that both sets of vehi- 277

cles have an endurance limit of 47 days, i.e. they must 278

reach their respective receivers within this time failing 279

which, the corresponding data transmission is deemed 280

infeasible (this duration of 47 days is somewhat arbi- 281

trary, it is simply representative of common sea experi- 282

ments). The overall goal is to predict the time-optimal 283

trajectory between every combination of transmitters 284

and receivers in accord with the data-driven simulated 285

ocean flow fields and the vehicle nominal speeds, so as to 286

achieve fastest-time all-to-all broadcast of information. 287

The specific objectives are thus to (i) predict which of 288

the planning missions are feasible, i.e. which of the vehi- 289

cles successfully transmit their data within 47 days of 290

travel, and (ii) compute and analyze the fastest-time 291

forecast trajectories for such vehicles. 292

3.1.1 All-to-all Broadcasts Using Underwater Gliders. 293

Effects of Ocean Currents on Feasible Paths and Trans- 294

mission Rate. Fig. 3a shows the time-optimal trajecto- 295

ries for the vehicles that can reach their receivers within 296

47 days of deployment. For ease of visualization, all 297

trajectories originating from a common transmitter are 298

identically colored. To distinguish among transmitters, 299

a transition of colors is employed, from red (transmit- 300

ter 1) to green (transmitter 40), going through differ- 301

ent shades of orange and yellow. Receivers to which 302

at least one transmitter can successfully deliver its in- 303

formation are shaded in black while all others are left 304

unshaded. Vehicle trajectories are overlaid on a color 305

plot of the magnitude of the simulated ocean currents 306

at the end of 47 days and the corresponding velocity 307
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vectors. From this figure, it is clear that receivers 16–308

29 do not receive data from any of the transmitters309

within 47 days: in other words, these locations 16–29310

in the South China Sea cannot be reached from any of311

the start points by vehicles that have a maximum rel-312

ative speed of 0.25 m/s. Furthermore, out of an overall313

number of 1600 vehicles, 652 of them successfully reach314

their receivers, indicating a transmission rate of roughly315

40%.316

To illustrate the effect of currents on the minimum-317

time paths and on the transmission rate, we show in318

Fig. 3b the time-optimal trajectories between transmit-319

ters and receivers, computed ignoring ocean currents.320

Specifically, we set V(x, t) = 0 in (6) and (8). As in321

Fig. 3a, trajectories of only those vehicles that reach322

their receivers within 47 days are shown. As expected,323

the optimal trajectories are composed of straight line324

segments, i.e., leading to minimum Euclidean distance325

while avoiding all landforms. In this case, only 14 re-326

ceivers (1–6 and 33–40) receive any data from the trans-327

mitters and only 139 of the 1600 vehicles successfully328

reach their receivers in 47 days. This is a prediction of329

a transmission rate of about 9%, which is much lower330

than the previous case where flow effects are taken into331

account. For path planning, this result highlights the332

importance of utilizing flow estimates when they are333

available and sufficiently accurate (e.g. ocean forecasts334

up to their predictive capability limit).335

We note here that the case of zero relative speed336

(F = 0) corresponds to drifters, which are agents that337

have no steering or propelling mechanism of their own338

and are simply advected by the flow. In other words,339

they behave as Lagrangian particles and their posi-340

tions/trajectories are governed by (6) and (8), with341

F = 0. We actually ran this case for many drifters (not342

shown). We found all are either advected by the Min-343

danao current or the Kuroshio, none of them getting344

close to end points.345

Global Analysis of Trajectories. Time-optimal glider346

trajectories in the above two cases are now examined.347

In doing so, we explain how they are affected by ocean348

currents and motivate the need for such predictive path-349

planning for underwater missions. The islands, seas and350

straits referenced below are specified in Fig. 2.351

Prior to performing the path planning, one could352

think that the fastest route to receivers in the Sulawesi353

Sea is through the Surigao strait and Bohol sea. How-354

ever, we find that the time-optimal trajectories to all355

points in the Sulawesi Sea utilize the Mindanao current356

(south-east of Mindanao island, see Fig. 1) and, as a357

result, none of them go through the Bohol (Fig. 3a).358

Though the flow through Surigao strait into the Bo-359

hol is quite strong at the right tidal period, the largely360

anticlockwise currents encountered by vehicles upon ex- 361

iting the Bohol drive the vehicles northward, away from 362

the Sulawesi. In addition, the tidal currents within the 363

straits of the Sulu Archipelago between Mindanao and 364

Malaysia are strong and challenging to overcome. In 365

contrast, the Mindanao current is always favorable and 366

all Sulawesi-bound vehicles utilize it. When flow effects 367

are ignored (Fig. 3b), far fewer vehicles reach the Su- 368

lawesi and this highlights the importance of using the 369

Mindanao current to minimize travel time. 370

Optimal trajectories from transmitters 15–40 lead- 371

ing to the Sulawesi converge onto a common segment 372

from just offshore of Surigao Strait until they go around 373

Mindanao island, after which they disperse towards their 374

respective receiver locations (Fig. 3a). When the flow 375

is ignored, no vehicle from these transmitters makes it 376

to the Sulawesi within 47 days. 377

Trajectories to receivers 30–40 in the South China 378

Sea pass through both the northern and southern sides 379

of Mindoro island (Fig. 3a). The presence of green col- 380

ored trajectories on both sides of the island suggests 381

that there is considerable sensitivity of optimal trajec- 382

tories to the transmitter starting locations. 383

The curvy nature of trajectories in the Pacific from 384

transmitters 7–40 reflects the presence of meandering 385

currents, jets and large-scale eddies that assist vehicles 386

in minimizing their travel time. This can also be verified 387

from the flow-field snapshots in Fig. 1a-d. For exam- 388

ple, vehicles from orange start points (7–18) travelling 389

to the Sulawesi Sea divide into three main paths. The 390

southernmost orange paths travel first to the south- 391

east, by coincidence right along the line of transmit- 392

ters, so as to catch the Mindanao current and associ- 393

ated wind-driven jets: travelling along the transmitters 394

is the roughly shortest route (orthogonal) to the Min- 395

danao current. 396

Even though start points determine the optimal paths, 397

one can see from our coloring scheme that vehicles tend 398

to cluster into groups, travelling along favorable strong 399

currents or away from unfavorable strong currents, even 400

if start points are relatively far apart. This indicates 401

that the time-optimal paths are related under certain 402

conditions to the paths following Lagrangian Coher- 403

ent Structures which are skeletons of the flow (Inanc 404

et al, 2005; Hsieh et al, 2012; Michini et al, 2014). In 405

the present case, this is also in part because the to- 406

tal length of the paths is long compared to the dis- 407

tance between start points. For example, trajectories 408

from transmitters 15–40 (green and yellow) to receivers 409

in the South China Sea converge and pass though San 410

Bernardino strait after which they split into two groups, 411

just north of Masbate island. However, vehicles start- 412
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Time-optimal trajectories of underwater gliders employed in the all-to-all broadcast mission, computed by (a) taking
the flow-field into account and (b) ignoring the flow-field. Only trajectories of gliders that can complete their journeys within
47 days of deployment are shown.

ing from nearby transmitter locations can also end up413

in different clusters, as discussed above.414

Local Analysis of Trajectories in the Sulawesi Sea.415

We now analyze the optimal glider trajectories in the416

Sulawesi. This is because the region exhibits several417

interesting flow features with strong tidal currents in418

straits, highly unsteady jets and multi-scale eddies with419

varying strengths and directions of rotation. These fea-420

tures lead to diverse vehicle trajectories. Though the421

trajectories enter the Sulawesi Sea from a small com-422

mon area around Sarangani islands south of Mindanao423

(see Fig. 4a), their final segments are starkly different.424

Vehicles corresponding to red transmitters arrive425

first and encounter a cyclonic (anticlockwise) current426

in the Sarangani bay, upon entering the Sulawesi Sea427

(see Fig. 4b). This current forces them slightly north-428

ward, away from the line of receivers. The current then429

turns, enabling vehicles to head back south, by riding430

along a double-gyre flow (see Fig. 4c). As this double-431

gyre flow is strong, most vehicles overshoot the line of432

receivers and wait for a favorable anticyclonic (clock-433

wise) eddy to drive them northward again (Fig. 4d,e,f).434

This overshooting occurs once more for some of the fur-435

ther westbound trajectories (those leading to receivers436

11–15, see Fig. 4g,h). In all cases, as expected, the vehi-437

cles minimize their travel time by utilizing various flow 438

features in the Sulawesi Sea. 439

Orange trajectories behave, for the most part, sim- 440

ilar to their red counterparts. Though these vehicles 441

reach the Sarangani islands about 4 days after the red 442

ones (Fig. 4b), they still experience the cyclonic cur- 443

rent upon their entrance to the Sulawesi Sea. They too, 444

exhibit patterns of overshoots on their way to their re- 445

spective receivers (Fig. 4d). A particularly interesting 446

aspect of the orange trajectories is that a small subset 447

of them goes northwest right up to the Basilan island 448

south of Zamboanga peninsula (Fig. 4e) in the Sulu 449

Archipelago, then rides to the southwest, going around 450

the Samales group at right time for favorable or weaker 451

tidal currents (Fig. 4f). They then utilize a coastal jet 452

to finally reach receivers 12–15 (Fig. 4g–i). 453

It is striking to find out that vehicles originating 454

from yellow transmitters split into two groups when 455

they enter the Sulawesi Sea (Fig. 4c). The smaller group, 456

heading towards receivers 1–3, deviates northward sim- 457

ilar to red and orange trajectories. Most of the yellow 458

vehicles however, travel south of the array of receivers 459

and ride a favorable jet meandering among eddies to 460

reach their respective end points (Fig. 4e–f). A small 461
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(a) 17 February, 2009 (b) 21 February, 2009 (c) 25 February, 2009

(d) 1 March, 2009 (e) 5 March, 2009 (f) 9 March, 2009

(g) 13 March, 2009 (h) 17 March, 2009 (i) 21 March, 2009

Fig. 4: Time-optimal glider trajectory segments in the Sulawesi Sea on various dates and their dependence on the local flow-field.
Remarkable differences between trajectories are observed due to the variability over time.

subset of these vehicles experiences overshoots from the462

line of receivers to reach end points 11–15 (Fig. 4h–i).463

Finally, aided by the Mindanao current, vehicles cor-464

responding to green trajectories reach the Sulawesi Sea465

more than 20 days after the red ones (Fig. 4f). By this466

time, the strength of the coastal current of the cyclonic467

eddy past Sarangani Bay has ebbed (Fig. 4d) and re-468

versed, allowing some of vehicles to travel through the469

Sarangani strait. As a result, green trajectories that470

reach receivers 1–5 are forced northward to a much471

lesser extent than some of the red or orange ones (Fig. 4h–472

i). However, none of the darker green vehicles make it473

to end points 6–15 within 47 days.474

3.1.2 All-to-all Broadcast Using High-Speed Propelled 475

Vehicles. 476

In §3.1.1, we illustrated and analyzed various prop- 477

erties of the time-optimal paths of typical underwa- 478

ter gliders for all-to-all broadcast missions. We found 479

that even upon taking the ocean flows into account, 480

only 40% of the gliders can successfully complete their 481

broadcast missions within 47 days. We now examine 482

the effect of increasing the relative speed of vehicles on 483

the time-optimal trajectories. In addition, we estimate 484

lower bounds on their endurance limit that will allow 485

all vehicles to complete their missions. 486
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The propelled vehicles have a maximum relative speed487

of 1 m/s, i.e. 4 times larger than the gliders in §3.1.1.488

Their endurance limit is hypothetically assumed to be489

same as earlier, i.e. 47 days. Numerical schemes and pa-490

rameters used to solve (6) and (8) in this example are491

identical to those used in §3.1.1. The resulting time-492

optimal propelled vehicle trajectories are depicted in493

Fig. 5.494

Fig. 5: Time-optimal trajectories of propelled vehicles em-
ployed in the all-to-all broadcast mission. Their higher speeds
enable the mission to be completed in less than 20 days, with
complete transmission.

Effects of Ocean Currents on Feasible Paths and495

Transmission Rate. From Fig. 5, we find that all of the496

1600 vehicles can successfully reach their receivers, re-497

sulting in perfect transmission. In fact, all vehicles reach498

their respective end points in less than 20 days. There-499

fore, 20 days is an approximate lower limit for 1 m/s500

propelled vehicle endurance needed for their usage in501

this mission. The ability of underwater vehicles to sus-502

tain higher speeds usually incurs an expense of lower503

endurance, and our methodology reveals that if such504

propelled vehicles can sustain missions longer than 20505

days, they can be safely employed for this all-to-all in-506

formation broadcast.507

Optimal trajectories of propelled vehicles (Fig. 5)508

are far less winding than those of gliders (Fig. 3a): due509

to their higher relative speed, propelled vehicles are not510

as affected by the ocean currents. From Fig. 3a, we find511

that none of the optimal trajectories of successful glid-512

ers passes through the Sulu Sea. In contrast, several 513

propelled vehicles go through the Sulu Sea on the way 514

to their respective receivers. Among the vehicles going 515

through the Sulu Sea, those starting from green trans- 516

mitters go through the San Bernardino strait, while 517

those from orange and red transmitters enter through 518

the Surigao strait. Vehicles heading to receivers 16–31 519

in the South China Sea cut across the Sulu Sea and 520

enter the South China Sea, skirting the Palawan island 521

from the north (Cuyo west pass) or the south (Balabac 522

strait). Considering the other receivers 6–15 in the Su- 523

lawesi Sea, from Fig. 3, we had found that green gliders 524

could not make it there within 47 days. However, green 525

propelled vehicles to the same receivers 6–15 ride the 526

coastal currents west of the Zamboanga peninsula and 527

enter the Sulawesi through the Sulu archipelago, over- 528

coming the local tidal currents.

Fig. 6: Travel time of all-to-all broadcast vehicles (gliders –
round markers, propelled vehicles – triangle markers) plotted
against their respective start points. Shaded markers corre-
spond to receivers in the South China Sea, unshaded ones to
those in the Sulawesi Sea.

529

3.1.3 Shortest Travel Times and Feasible Paths: 530

Synthesis. 531

To synthesize results, the computed shortest travel time 532

(in days) of each vehicle that successfully reaches its re- 533

ceiver is shown on a scatter plot in Fig. 6. The round 534

markers correspond to gliders (F = 0.25 m/s) and 535
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the triangle markers correspond to propelled vehicles536

(F = 1 m/s). In both cases, shaded markers represent537

the trajectories leading to receivers 16–40 in the South538

China Sea, while the unshaded ones correspond to re-539

ceivers 1–15 in the Sulawesi.540

Starting from the southernmost transmitters 1–9,541

i.e. those close to Mindanao, the travel times of pro-542

pelled vehicles to receivers in the Sulawesi are much less543

than to those in the South China Sea. As remarked ear-544

lier, this is due to the strong and favorable Mindanao545

current that all vehicles utilize to reach the Sulawesi546

Sea. The lack of shaded round markers corresponding to547

transmitters 1–14 (i.e. red to orange) confirm that none548

of these gliders reach the South China Sea. Further-549

more, for these transmitters, the optimal glider travel550

times to the other receivers are several weeks greater551

than those of propelled vehicles. Considering next the552

line of transmitters 10–20, we find that the times of553

propelled vehicles to reach Sulawesi locations increase554

while the times to reach the South China Sea locations555

decrease. For these transmitters, we notice that some of556

the gliders start making it to the South China Sea. For557

transmitters 20 and higher, we find that the time taken558

by propelled vehicles to reach the Sulawesi steadily in-559

creases. On the other hand, the time to reach the South560

China Sea now also increases, after achieving a mini-561

mum for transmitter 23. This is because the vehicles562

pass through the San Bernardino strait, the distance563

to which increases for transmitters 24 and above, ex-564

tending the overall travel time. For transmitters higher565

than 20, we find that increasingly fewer gliders make566

it to their designated receivers. In fact, only one glider567

starting from transmitter 40 is able to reach its receiver568

in 47 days.569

3.2 Reachability of the Sulu Sea.570

In underwater sensing missions such as those needed571

for ocean science surveys, coastal monitoring, asset in-572

spections or naval surveillance, it is of great interest573

to predict which areas of the field are feasible to ex-574

plore, taking into account vehicle capabilities. A com-575

mon question is then: for given vehicles and ocean re-576

gion, what are the locations that can and cannot be577

reached within a certain time limit? One estimate of578

such a reachable area is obtained by ignoring the ocean579

flows and coastlines. The reachable area is then simply580

a circle centered at the start point, with radius equal581

to the maximum straight-line distance the vehicle can582

travel within a given time. However, as seen from §3.1.1,583

ignoring the effect of ocean currents is incorrect, espe-584

cially when their strength is comparable to the nominal585

vehicle speed. Similarly, if there are coastlines and is- 586

lands, the reachable area has to be built around them. 587

Critically, our methodology rigorously and efficiently 588

predicts these areas, accounting for all flow and geom- 589

etry effects and for the vehicle endurance and nominal 590

speed. This is illustrated next for the Sulu Sea. 591

592

Problem Setup. We assume that underwater gliders can 593

be utilized up to 47 days, have a maximum relative 594

speed of 0.25 m/s and are deployed from the same 595

forty points in the Pacific ocean as in §3.1. To illus- 596

trate paths, the Sulu Sea region is uniformly sampled 597

using 150 points, arranged in the form of a 15×10 rect- 598

angular array (see Fig. 7). These points are the set of 599

end points for the underwater gliders. The goal is to 600

predict the parts of that Sulu Sea rectangle that can be 601

explored by gliders within 47 days, i.e. the portion of 602

the reachable sets that overlap with the rectangle. We 603

also illustrate this by determining which of the 150 end 604

points can be reached by feasible paths.

Fig. 7: Sulu Domain Setup. Forty points in the Pacific ocean
are the possible start points. The rectangular area target-
to-reach in the Sulu Sea has limiting vertices given by -
A: 6◦23′ N 119◦14′ E; B: 8◦32′ N 122◦50′ E; C:10◦44′ N
121◦29′ E; D: 8◦34′ N 117◦52′ E.

605

3.2.1 Reachable Sets. 606

For each of the 40 start points, the forward level set 607

equation (6) is solved using the same numerical schemes 608
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and parameters as those used in §3.1.1. The simulation609

is run up to a non-dimensional time of 376, which corre-610

sponds to the endurance limit of 47 days. The zero-level611

set of φo is then extracted to yield the boundary of the612

reachable set.613

The final time reachability fronts corresponding to614

start points 1, 20 and 40 are shown in Fig. 8. End points615

that can be reached within 47 days are shaded in black,616

while those that cannot be reached from any start point617

are left unshaded (as in §3.1.1). It is clear that vehicles618

from start point 40, which is furthest away from the619

Sulu, can cover a much smaller portion of the Sulu com-620

pared to those from start points 1 and 20. Moreover, as621

the shape of the reachability fronts in Fig. 8 are quite622

different from a circle, this suggests a strong influence of623

islands and the ocean currents on the reachability set:624

in fact, the sharp angles in the front indicate that char-625

acteristic paths have merged. To further illustrate these626

results, the time-optimal trajectories reaching each of627

the shaded end points is computed by solving the back-628

tracking equation (8). Fig. 9 depicts these optimal tra-629

jectories corresponding to all of the 40 start points. The630

trajectories are colored as in §3.1.1.631

3.2.2 Feasible Time-Optimal Paths.632

Vehicles corresponding to green trajectories utilize cur-633

rents and eddies in the Pacific to reach the San Bernardino634

strait on their way to the Sulu Sea. This is apparent635

from the curvy nature of their trajectories in the Pa-636

cific. These vehicles then split into two groups, and go637

through either side of the Masbate and Panay islands638

before entering the Sulu Sea. The strong and predomi-639

nantly cyclonic swirl of ocean currents encountered by640

vehicles that enter the Sulu from the south of Panay is-641

land forces most of them westward before they can head642

south toward their respective end points. Green vehicles643

that enter Sulu from the north of Panay island again644

split into multiple groups, most of which go through645

the Cuyo archipelago into the Sulu Sea, avoiding the646

islands along the way.647

A small fraction of green vehicles enters the Sulu,648

somewhat counter-intuitively, through the Bohol sea.649

These vehicles utilize the strong tidal currents near the650

Surigao to enter the Bohol sea. They ride the north-651

western coastal current along Negros island to reach652

their end points.653

Similar to the latter green trajectories, yellow vehi-654

cles enter the Sulu through the Surigao strait and the655

Bohol sea. The proximity of the yellow starting points656

to the Surigao strait allows these vehicles to enter Bohol657

several days earlier than any of the green ones. Until the658

yellow vehicles exit the Bohol sea, their trajectories are659

closely spaced, indicating that the currents in the Bo- 660

hol are quite strong and that all vehicles favorably use 661

them. Upon exiting the Bohol sea, the vehicles disperse 662

towards their respective end points. The northwestern 663

coastal current along Negros and its cyclonic extension 664

in the Sulu assists vehicles that are headed towards 665

northern end points and hinders those whose end points 666

are located in the central and southern Sulu. For exam- 667

ple, after a time of approximately 30 days, a subset of 668

the yellow tracks shoots north-westward along Negros, 669

towards Palawan Island and away from the southern 670

end points, only to head south later. 671

The red tracks reach the Sulu in one of two ways: a 672

fraction of them enters through the Bohol Sea and the 673

others utilize the Mindanao current, go around Min- 674

danao, and enter through the gap between Zamboanga 675

peninsula and Basilan island. These southern tracks are 676

also quite closely spaced until they pass Basilan island. 677

It is interesting to note that none of these southern tra- 678

jectories are able to reach the northern end points in the 679

Sulu within 47 days. They only reach end points in the 680

southern Sulu. Red tracks that pass through the Suri- 681

gao strait and the Bohol Sea exhibit a behavior similar 682

to the yellow tracks discussed above. 683

A close examination of the region just west of Basi- 684

lan island reveals a sharp northwest turn and sharp 685

smaller-scale meanders for the red and orange trajecto- 686

ries. This is because of the strong and sporadic, mostly 687

tidally-driven, southeast-bound currents between Basi- 688

lan and Jolo islands. When these intermittent currents 689

appear, they force the red and orange trajectories marginally690

off-track, causing the local zig-zag pattern in the tra- 691

jectories. 692

3.3 Fastest-Time Interception. 693

A common issue in autonomous operation is to recu- 694

perate the vehicles at the end of their mission as ef- 695

ficiently as possible. A directly related challenge is to 696

predict the headings history that will lead to the fastest- 697

time intercept between two ocean platforms. With these 698

motivations, we now illustrate the application of our 699

new methodology to determine fastest-time intercep- 700

tion strategies for deployed underwater vehicles. Given 701

a choice of multiple pick-up channels such as ships (mo- 702

bile) and moorings (stationary), we are interested in 703

navigating the underwater vessels so that they can be 704

safely picked-up by any of the available channels in 705

the shortest time. A key difference between this analy- 706

sis and the ones previously considered is that the end 707

points of the vehicles are not fixed a priori, but need 708

to be chosen based on which pick up channel can be 709

reached faster. Another key difference is that some of 710
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(a) Start Point 1 (b) Start Point 20 (c) Start Point 40

Fig. 8: Final-time reachability fronts of gliders released from different points in the Pacific ocean. The reachability fronts
separate the Sulu sea into two regions, one that can be reached by gliders inside 47 days (shaded star markers) and one that
cannot (unshaded star markers).

Fig. 9: Time–optimal trajectories of gliders released in the Pacific ocean as on Fig. 8 and leading to end points in the Sulu
Sea. Only trajectories of gliders that can complete their journeys within 47 days of deployment are shown.

the end points are mobile, i.e. the underway vessels.711

712

Problem Setup. Twelve underwater gliders, numbered713

serially (see Fig. 10), are initially spread out in varied714

internal seas of the Philippines Archipelago. The first 715

seven gliders are located in the Sibuyan sea, the eighth 716

in the Visayan sea and the others in the Bohol sea. The 717

gliders may be picked up by any of three channels: two 718
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moving ships, one in the Pacific ocean and one in the719

South China Sea; and one mooring stationed in the Sulu720

Sea at coordinates 8◦12′ N 120◦39′ E. The Pacific ship721

is assumed to continuously patrol between coordinates722

9◦46′ N 128◦50′ E and 16◦49′ N 124◦45′ E, while the723

South China Sea ship moves back and forth between724

9◦48′ N 118◦4′ E and 15◦22′ N 119◦26′ E. Both ships are725

initially located at their lowest respective longitudes,726

and are assumed to sail at absolute nominal speeds of727

5 m/s (roughly 10 knots). As the speeds of the ocean728

currents are much smaller than the nominal speeds of729

both ships, we neglect the effect of currents on the ships’730

motion (even though it can be accounted for if needed).731

Fig. 10: Schematic of Fastest-Time Pickup: twelve gliders are
to be picked-up in fastest-time by either two underway ships
or a fixed station (e.g. mooring).

732

In order to determine the headings for the fastest733

pick-up, we solve (6) starting from the initial positions734

of each glider. During the course of the evolution of the735

corresponding reachability fronts, we keep track of the736

underway positions of both ships. The evolution of the737

reachability fronts is terminated when they encounter738

either of the ships, or the stationary mooring. Back-739

tracking (8) is then performed to compute the optimal740

trajectories.741

Interception Locations and Time-Optimal Paths. The742

end locations and platforms, and the corresponding tra-743

jectories, that correspond to the time-optimals for pick-744

Fig. 11: Fastest-time pickup trajectories of gliders. In addition
to the optimal trajectory, the pickup platform and location
are computed by the methodology.

up are plotted in Fig. 11. Trajectories of gliders col- 745

lected by the South China Sea ship, Pacific ship and 746

mooring are colored in green, red and blue, respectively. 747

By inspecting these results, several interesting observa- 748

tions can be made. We see that the gliders 1, 2, 3 and 7 749

are picked up by the South China Sea ship, while glid- 750

ers 6, 10, 11 and 12 reach the mooring faster than they 751

reach either of the ships. The rest of the gliders are in- 752

tercepted by the Pacific ship. Gliders 1–3 are closest to 753

the South China Sea and it is reasonable that they head 754

towards the corresponding ship. Interestingly, glider 6, 755

despite being closer to South China Sea than glider 7, 756

is picked up by the mooring. Gliders 10, 11 and 12 uti- 757

lize the currents entering the Sulu through the Bohol to 758

minimize their travel time. The optimal glider 9 how- 759

ever, though initially located in the Bohol Sea near the 760

Surigao strait, takes the route to the Pacific through 761

the San Bernardino strait. Gliders 4, 5 and 8 also pass 762

through the San Bernardino strait and get picked up 763

by the Pacific ship. Owing to the strong inflows into 764

the Bohol sea through the Surigao strait, none of the 765

gliders sail upstream through the Surigao, but instead 766

enter the Pacific through the San Bernardino strait. 767
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4 Conclusions.768

We illustrated and analyzed the capabilities of our rig-769

orous time-optimal path planning methodology in the770

Philippine Archipelago region, for a wide range of plan-771

ning scenarios and vehicle types. The region was chosen772

because of its complex geometry and multiscale flows,773

providing challenging environments for the planning of774

autonomous underwater missions. The multiscale flows775

encountered by the vehicles, including variable large-776

scale currents, strong jets, eddies, wind-driven currents777

and tides, were simulated using the MSEAS data-assimilative778

primitive-equation ocean modeling system. Using these779

flows, we computed and analyzed the time-optimal paths780

of large swarms of gliders and propelled vehicles per-781

forming all-to-all broadcast missions through the archipelago.782

The effects of the multiscale flows and vehicle nominal783

speeds on the feasible trajectories and on the overall784

information transmission rates were discussed and syn-785

thesized. We also used our level set method for plan-786

ning the deployment of vehicles, specifically predicting787

which portion of a specific region can be reached and788

explored within a given time. Such reachability analyses789

were exemplified for the Sulu Sea. We then applied our790

method to the recovery of vehicles and computed the791

vehicles headings time-history that lead to the fastest792

interception with either underway or fixed platforms.793

To do so, our schemes were extended to the case where794

end-points are variable with time and space, and not795

determined a priori. The results indicate the scalabil-796

ity and robustness of the rigorous methodology, even797

for complex missions in multiscale ocean environments798

with many more vehicles and obstacles that are typi-799

cally employed today.800

Some general conclusions can be drawn from the re-801

sults obtained from the above examples. Irrespective802

of the location of end points, i.e. whether they are803

in the South China Sea, the Sulu Sea or in the Su-804

lawesi Sea, trajectories of all the vehicles that start in805

the Pacific converged into a handful number of distinct806

segments until they cross the Archipelago. These seg-807

ments include the San Bernardino strait, Surigao strait808

and southeast of Mindanao island. After crossing these809

‘choke points’, vehicles disperse towards their respec-810

tive end points, utilizing favorable currents and eddies811

as they are encountered. The overall behavior of time-812

optimal trajectories highlights the multi-scale features813

of the islands and ocean currents in the Philippines814

region. It also underlines the importance of utilizing815

the right ocean feature to go around the islands, the816

choice of which in several cases is not directly clear. In817

fact, since currents vary and even reverse over multi-818

ple scales, in response to tidal forcing, wind forcing and819

internal variability, it would be challenging to estimate 820

the vehicle headings that lead to the fastest arrival time 821

without a rigorous path planning methodology. Reach- 822

ability fronts also confirm this by their complex shapes 823

and sharp angles indicative of merging characteristics. 824

We also showed that ocean currents when properly uti- 825

lized will allow more efficient missions and, in some 826

case, will even enable the otherwise infeasible mission. 827

These results indicates that it is now becoming criti- 828

cal to utilize flow predictions when they are available 829

and sufficiently accurate, e.g. ocean forecasts up to their 830

predictive capability limit. 831

Future opportunities include merging the level set 832

path planning approach with adaptive sampling or adap- 833

tive modeling schemes (e.g., Yilmaz et al, 2006; Ler- 834

musiaux, 2007; Yilmaz et al, 2008; Paley et al, 2008; 835

Choi and How, 2010; Lolla, 2012), so as to collect ob- 836

servations that best sample either ocean fields or mod- 837

eled processes, respectively. This would involve cou- 838

pling with data assimilation schemes (Robinson et al, 839

1998; Sondergaard and Lermusiaux, 2013), accounting 840

of ocean forecast uncertainty in the planning (Lermusi- 841

aux, 2006; Lermusiaux et al, 2006, 2014). Our method- 842

ology can also be extended to new missions or to other 843

ocean platforms. This includes planning and routing for 844

autonomous kayaks (Xu et al, 2008) or ships (Mannar- 845

ini et al, 2013). It can also be applied in other envi- 846

ronments such as planning for aircrafts of varied size, 847

especially if they are affected significantly by local wind 848

conditions. For more detailed reviews of future applica- 849

tions and possibilities, we refer to (Lolla, 2012; Lolla 850

et al, 2014). 851
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A Level set methodology for path-planning. 860

In this section, we briefly review the methodology and algo- 861

rithm for time-optimal path planning used in this paper. The 862

method has its roots in (Lolla et al, 2012; Lolla, 2012). A 863

formal proof and detailed algorithm are provided in the com- 864

panion paper (Lolla et al, 2014). Let Ω ⊆ R2 be an open set 865

and let F > 0. Suppose a vehicle (denoted by P ) moves in 866

Ω under the influence of a bounded, Lipschitz continuous dy- 867

namic flow-field V(x, t) : Ω× [0,∞)→ R2. Let its start point 868

and end point be ys and yf respectively, with ys,yf ∈ Ω. 869

The vehicle’s trajectory, denoted by XP (ys, t) follows the 870

kinematic relation 871

dXP

dt
= FP (t) ĥ(t) + V(XP (ys, t)) , t > 0 , (1)
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where FP (t) ∈ [0, F ] is the nominal speed of the vehicle rel-872

ative to the flow and ĥ(t) is the unit vector in the steering873

(heading) direction. The limiting conditions on XP (ys, t) are874

XP (ys, 0) = ys , XP (ys, eT (yf )) = yf , (2)

where eT (y) : Ω → R is the first ‘arrival time’ at point875

y, i.e., the first time P reaches y. In this paper, it is assumed876

that V(x, t) is completely known. This may correspond to the877

mean or the mode of the forecast flow-field given by an ocean878

modeling system (Lermusiaux et al, 2006; Haley and Lermusi-879

aux, 2010; Ueckermann et al, 2013). Furthermore, a kinematic880

model (1) for the interaction between the flow and the vehicle881

is assumed to be adequate. This assumption is reasonable for882

sufficiently long distance underwater path planning. In addi-883

tion, the notation | • | denotes the l-2 norm of •. FP (t) and884

ĥ(t) together constitute the (isotropic) controls of the vehicle.885

For a general end point y ∈ Ω, let F o
P (t) and ĥo(t) be the886

corresponding optimal controls, i.e., controls that minimize887 eT (y) subject to the constraints (1)–(2). Let this minimum888

arrival time be denoted by To(y), and the resultant optimal889

trajectory be Xo
P (ys, t). For the specific end point yf ∈ Ω,890

the superscript ‘o’ on quantities specific to the optimal tra-891

jectory is replaced by ‘?’.892

A.1 Methodology.893

The path planning methodology described in (Lolla et al,894

2012, 2014) involves computing the reachable set from a given895

starting point. The reachable set at any time t ≥ 0, denoted896

by R(ys, t), is defined as the set of all points y ∈ Ω for897

which there exist controls FP (τ) and ĥ(τ) for 0 ≤ τ ≤ t898

and a resultant trajectory eXP (ys, τ) satisfying (1) such that899 eXP (ys, t) = y. Hence, R(ys, t) includes only those points900

which can be visited by the vehicle at time t. The boundary901

of the reachable set is called the reachability front, and is902

denoted by ∂R(ys, t). As a result, for any y ∈ Ω, To(y) is903

the first time the reachability front ∂R(ys, t) reaches y.904

We showed in (Lolla et al, 2014) that the reachable set905

R(ys, t) is related to φo : Ω × [0,∞) → R, the viscosity906

solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation. Specifically, at any907

given time t ≥ 0,908

x ∈ R(ys, t) ⇐⇒ φo(x, t) ≤ 0 . (3)

Eq. (3) implies that the zero level set of φo coincides with the909

reachability front ∂R(ys, t) for any t ≥ 0. This relationship910

between reachability and level sets of φo enables an implicit911

computation of R(ys, t) by numerically solving (6)–(7).912

In addition to the optimal arrival time To(y), φo also913

yields the optimal controls Fo
P (t), ĥo(t) and trajectory Xo

P (ys, t)914

leading to y. We showed in (Lolla et al, 2014) that φo(Xo
P (ys, t), t) =915

0 for all 0 ≤ t ≤ To(y), i.e., vehicles on optimal trajectories916

always remain on the zero level set of φo. The optimal con-917

trols, for 0 < t < T o(y) are918

Fo
P (t) = F , ĥo(t) =

∇φo(Xo
P (ys, t), t)

|∇φo(Xo
P (ys, t), t)|

, (4)

whenever all the terms are well-defined. Equivalently, if φo is919

differentiable at (Xo
P (ys, t), t) for some t ∈ (0, T o(y)), then,920

dXo
P

dt
= F

∇φo(Xo
P (ys, t), t)

|∇φo(Xo
P (ys, t), t)|

+ V(Xo
P (ys, t), t) , (5)

i.e., the optimal steering direction is normal to level sets of921

φo, and the optimal relative speed of the vehicle is F .922

A.2 Algorithm. 923

The above discussion leads to an algorithm for minimum time 924

path planning, given: ys,yf , F,V(x, t). The algorithm com- 925

prises of the following two steps. 926

1. Forward Propagation. First, the reachability front ∂R(ys, t)927

is evolved by solving the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (6) 928

forward in time, with initial conditions (7). The front is 929

evolved until it reaches yf . 930

∂φo

∂t
+ F |∇φo|+ V(x, t) · ∇φo = 0 in Ω × (0,∞) , (6)

with initial conditions 931

φo(x, 0) = |x− ys| , x ∈ Ω . (7)

2. Backward Vehicle Tracking. After the front reaches 932

yf , the optimal vehicle trajectory X?
P (ys, t) and controls 933

are computed by solving (5) backward in time, starting 934

from yf at time T?(yf ) = To(yf ), i.e., 935

dX?
P (ys, t)

dt
= −F

∇φo(X?
P , t)

|∇φo(X?
P , t)|

−V(X?
P , t) , (8)

with X?
P (ys, T

?(yf ) = yf .

The backtracking step is necessary in this algorithm since 936

the initial heading direction, ĥo(0) is not known a priori. In 937

(Lolla et al, 2014, 2012), a level set method is used to solve the 938

Hamilton–Jacobi equation (6). As a result, efficient schemes 939

such as the narrow-band method (Adalsteinsson and Sethian, 940

1995) can be employed in the numerical scheme. Moreover, 941

level set methods are well-known to offer substantial advan- 942

tages over front tracking or other particle based approaches 943

(Sethian, 1999; Osher and Fedkiw, 2003). A thorough intro- 944

duction to level set methods may be found in (Lolla, 2012). 945

Numerical schemes used to solve (6)–(8) are outlined in (Lolla 946

et al, 2014). 947
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